
NX Bass boost
Boost loudness to a whole new 
level and feel the immense bass of 
subwoofers

NX7 key features

Thousands of colored lights
Add the ultimate atmosphere, 
ambiance and passion to any party 
with 260 thousand colored lights

Wireless music
Stream all your smartphone music 
to a Philips NITRO system wirelessly 
via Bluetooth® 

You’re the DJ
Rock the house with a set of built-in 
DJ features so you can mix and 
scratch your tunes like a DJ

Roll n’ rock
NX7 is equipped with rugged wheels 
so you can easily move it around 
your house

NX Bass boost
Boost loudness to a whole new 
level and feel the immense bass of 
subwoofers

NX9 key features

Thousands of colored lights
Add the ultimate atmosphere, 
ambiance and passion to any party 
with 260 thousand colored lights

Wireless music
Stream all your smartphone music 
to a Philips NITRO system wirelessly 
via Bluetooth® 

You’re the DJ
Rock the house with a set of built-in 
DJ features so you can mix and 
scratch your tunes like a DJ

Record your party
Record all your live performances, 
mixes, scratches and karaoke songs 
on a USB drive!

Features NX3 NX7NX5 NX9

Power (30% THD)
Only Brazi

NITRO BASS 
booster (NX Bass)

Woofer

Tweeter

Subwoofer

Bluetooth® 
wireless streaming

FM radio

USB port

Optical drive

CD-Ripping
(record to USB)

Lighting effects

Karaoke

DJ-MIX (Crossfader)

DJ-Effects

USB-REC 
(live recording)
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COMING SOON...
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NX Bass boost
Boost loudness to a whole new 
level and feel the immense bass of 
subwoofers

NX3 key features

Thousands of colored lights
Add the ultimate atmosphere, 
ambiance and passion to any party 
with 260 thousand colored lights

Wireless music
Stream all your smartphone music 
to a Philips NITRO system wirelessly 
via Bluetooth® 

The TV companion
NX3’s unique form factor is ideal 
for placement directly underneath 
any TV

The movie machine
NX3 doesn’t just play music; it 
breathes new life into movies for 
a more absorbing entertainment 
experience

COMING SOON...

NX Bass boost
Boost loudness to a whole new 
level and feel the immense bass of 
subwoofers

NX5 key features

Thousands of colored lights
Add the ultimate atmosphere, 
ambiance and passion to any party 
with 260 thousand colored lights

Wireless music
Stream all your smartphone music 
to a Philips NITRO system wirelessly 
via Bluetooth® 

You’re the DJ
Rock the house with a set of built-in 
DJ features so you can mix and 
scratch your tunes like a DJ

Roll n’ rock
NX5 is equipped with rugged wheels 
so you can easily move it around 
your house

NITRO Demo tracks

1.       Get down on the � oor
2.       In my arms
3.       Let go and feel it
4.       The � rst time
5.       We like to party
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